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Plant leaves are multi-component optical materials consisting of water, pigments, and dry matter,

among which water is the predominant constituent. In this article, we investigate laser interaction

with grass using CO2 and Er:YAG lasers theoretically and experimentally, especially targeting

water in grass tissues. We have first studied the optical properties of light absorbing constituents of

grass theoretically, and then have identified interaction regimes and constructed interaction maps

through a systematic experiment. Using the interaction maps, we have studied how interaction

regimes change as process parameters are varied. This study reveals some interesting findings

concerning carbonization and ablation mechanisms, the effect of laser beam diameter, and the

ablation efficiency and quality of CO2 and Er:YAG lasers. VC 2013 American Institute of Physics.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4788821]

I. INTRODUCTION

Laser material interaction exhibits as diverse and com-

plex physical phenomena as the kinds of materials and lasers

involved.1–6 In recent years, laser interaction with biological

tissues has become an important research topic. Biological

tissues are multi-component composite systems and are

much more difficult to study in comparison to common engi-

neering materials: they are hard to manipulate, and accurate

optical properties are not available. In fact, this area has

been limited to human tissues because of numerous medical

applications.7

In a recent article by the authors,8 for the first time, laser

interaction with green plant leaves was studied systemati-

cally using 355, 532, and 1064 nm picosecond lasers and

Kentucky bluegrass. As well known, grass is not only an im-

portant landscaping and agricultural material but is also an

important biomass material.9 Just like laser interaction with

human and animal tissues has become an important subject

in medical areas, we believe that laser interaction with plant

leaves could be as important in landscaping, agricultural,

and biomass areas. For instance, the effective and damage-

free cutting of biomaterials are always an important issue,

and an in-depth understanding of laser grass-tissue interac-

tion can be used to develop a laser-based technology for cut-

ting grass (or plant leaves in general).

This article is Part II of the authors’ investigation into

laser interaction with grass tissues. In Part I of this study,8

we found that for k¼ 355 and 532 nm, laser interacts pre-

dominantly with chlorophylls and for k¼ 1064 nm dry mat-

ter is the primary light absorbing constituent of grass.

Therefore, at these wavelengths, light is absorbed primarily

by grass tissues. In the present article, we investigate how a

laser interacts with grass tissues in the wavelength region

where light absorption occurs predominantly by water,

because water is the largest constituent of plant leaves.

Apparently, significantly different interaction phenomena

are expected when interaction mechanisms are changed. For

these purposes, we have chosen Er:YAG (k¼ 2.94 lm) and

CO2 lasers (k¼ 10.6 lm) for experiments because they are

known to have very high water absorptivity. To be consistent

with the authors’ previous research, Kentucky bluegrass

(Poa pratensis) has been used. Note that grass is a monoco-

tyledon and has a relatively simple leaf mesophyll structure.

In this study, we have first studied optical properties of grass

constituents theoretically and conducted experiments sys-

tematically to identify interaction regimes and construct

interaction maps. The constructed interaction maps show

how a particular process regime changes as the process pa-

rameters are varied. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

and optical microscopy are employed for studying morpho-

logical and structural changes in grass tissues after laser irra-

diation. This study reveals interesting findings regarding

carbonization and ablation mechanisms, the effect of laser

beam diameter, and the ablation efficiency and quality of

CO2 and Er:YAG lasers.

II. THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION OF GRASS
OPTICAL PROPERTIES

Grass is a multi-component optical system, and it is com-

posed of many components with different optical properties.

In our previous study,8 we considered grass as a complex op-

tical system consisting of two types of pigments (i.e., chloro-

phylls and carotenoids), water, and dry matter.10 Because

water constitutes an average of 66.4% of plant leaves11 and

the primary objective of this work is to study laser grass inter-

action targeting water contained in grass, we need to first

understand how the absorption of light by water changes as

wavelength varies. Figure 1 shows the absorption coefficient

of water from 300 nm to around 11.5 lm, which is recon-

structed by using the data given in Hale and Querry.12 As

shown, past the minimum at around 475 nm, the absorption

coefficient increases overall as the wavelength increases and

has a maximum at around 2.95 lm. Thus, the Er:YAG laser
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at k¼ 2.94 lm has the highest water absorption coefficient

(�12 000/cm�1) among all commercially available lasers,

and the CO2 laser at k¼ 10.6 lm has a coefficient that is

13.95 times lower (�860/cm�1) than Er:YAG laser but is still

at least 3 orders of magnitude higher than 355, 532, and

1064 nm lasers.7

To compare the light absorption performance of various

grass constituents, we calculated the a�C values for chloro-

phylls, carotenoids, dry matter, and water in this study. Here,

a is the specific absorption coefficient (cm2/mg) and C is the

concentration of the constituent in grass per unit area of grass

blade (mg/cm2). (Note that, unlike water, the absorption

coefficients of pigments and dry matter are normally defined

as functions of their concentrations in plant biochemistry, so

for comparison the absorption coefficient of water given in

Figure 1 is converted to the specific absorption coefficient

(a) using the density of water.) Therefore, a�C represents

the actual absorption by each grass constituent taking into

account grass composition and thickness.8 The optical prop-

erties of plant leaves considering leaf mesophyll structures

have been studied mainly for remote sensing applica-

tions.11,13,14 In this study, specific absorption coefficients of

chlorophylls (achl) and carotenoids (acar) were obtained from

Ref. 10, and the specific absorption coefficient of dry matter

(adm) was obtained from Olioso et al.’s work,15 where the

authors calculated the specific absorption coefficient of dry

matter in the thermal infrared region by inverting the leaf op-

tical property model, PROSPECT,13,14 against leaf spectrum

data. The concentrations of water, chlorophylls, carotenoids,

and dry matter for Kentucky bluegrass are adopted from

Ref. 8 and summarized in Table I.

Figure 2 presents the a�C curves for chlorophylls, caro-

tenoids, dry matter, and water from k¼ 300 nm to 14 lm. In

this figure, the a�C curve for dry matter predicted by using

Olioso et al.’s work is shown in red. For comparison, the

a�C curve for dry matter that is estimated using the data

available in Maier’s work10 is shown in pink solid line. Note

that this data are only available up to k¼ 2.5 lm and both

agree reasonably well from 500 nm to 2.5 lm. One thing to

note in Figure 2 is that in the wavelength range from �2.5 lm

to 14 lm water is the dominant light absorbing element except

around 3.6 lm, where dry matter and water absorb light

almost equally. Also, in this range, the strength of light

absorption by water is comparable to that of chlorophylls (and

total pigments) in the near UV and visible spectrum.

In Table II, the a�C values for water, chlorophylls, car-

otenoids, and dry matter at k¼ 2.94 lm and 10.6 lm are

listed, along with those values for 355, 532, and 1064 nm for

comparison purposes. Here, the 355, 532, and 1064 nm val-

ues are adopted from the authors’ previous work.8 Compar-

ing the a�C values for water and dry matter at 2.94 lm and

10.6 lm, water has 309 and 8.3 times larger a�C values

than dry matter, respectively, so for these two wavelengths

we can assume that water is the dominant light absorbing

component. However, although the absorption by dry matter

could be completely neglected for the Er:YAG laser, we

believe that the amount of CO2 laser absorption by dry mat-

ter could become significant in some situations.

In Table II, the total a�C values (i.e.,
P

i ai � Ci) are

also summarized. As shown, the total a�C value for

10.6 lm is 3.70, which is close to that of 355 nm wavelength

light, 2.88. Er:YAG laser at 2.94 lm has the largest value of

49.0, which is 17 times larger than that of 355 nm light. Also

in the table, we estimated the effective optical penetration

depth (d) using the average grass blade thickness (‘grass) of

110 lm as follows:8

FIG. 1. The absorption coefficient of water

versus wavelength (constructed using the

data in Ref. 12).

TABLE I. Concentrations of water, chlorophylls, carotenoids, and dry mat-

ter in a typical Kentucky bluegrass blade (expressed as mass contained in

unit surface area of grass blade).

Cw (mg/cm2) Cchl (mg/cm2) Ccar (mg/cm2) Cdm (mg/cm2)

3.82 0.0393 0.00458 1.94
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d ¼ 1

agrass
� ‘grassX

i

aiCi

: (1)

This is the penetration depth for grass considering the grass

composition, and for Er:YAG and CO2 lasers, d is 2 lm and

30 lm, respectively. Considering the fact that the correspond-

ing d values for pure water are 0.83 lm and 11.6 lm, respec-

tively, and knowing that the average water content in plant

leaves is reportedly 66.4%,11 this estimation seems to be rea-

sonable. Also, note that if the total a�C value is equal to

unity, d is the same as the grass thickness, and we can say that

the most of light that enters into grass is absorbed as it reaches

the bottom grass surface. Hence, we will define the critical
penetration depth (dcrit) as the thickness of the grass blade,

which occurs when
P

i ai � Ci ¼ 1. As shown in Table II, for

k¼ 355 nm, 2.94 lm, and 10.6 lm, d is smaller than dcrit and

we can assume that the energy of the transmitted light is

almost entirely absorbed by grass within a single pass of light.

Besides, for k¼ 355 nm and 10.6 lm, optical penetration

depths are very close at 38 lm and 30 lm, which are roughly

1/3 of the thickness of grass. On the other hand, for

k¼ 2.94 lm the penetration depth is only �2 lm, which is

only 2% of the grass thickness.

In this study, another important optical property is spec-

tral absorptance of grass. Absorptance data of grass, espe-

cially in the infrared region, is difficult to find, and in this

study, the reflectance of green grass obtained by using the

advanced spaceborne thermal emission reflection radiometer

(ASTER) was employed, which is a multi-spectral imager

and covers the visible, near infrared, short wavelength infra-

red, and thermal infrared parts of the electromagnetic spec-

trums.16,17 This reflectance data are summarized in bold in

Table III. Note that for k¼ 355, 532, and 1064 nm the reflec-

tance, transmittance, and absorptance data that are calculated

by the leaf model, SLOPE, for banana leaves, linden leaves,

and maple leaves10 are given in parentheses. These values

were used for the authors’ previous work on 355, 532, and

1064 nm laser interaction with grass tissues.8 As shown

clearly in the table, the ASTER reflectance data for these

three wavelengths are reasonably close to the predictions by

the SLOPE model. Also, note that the reflectance values for

k¼ 2.94 lm and 10.6 lm are both less than 2%. Knowing that

d is less than 1/3 of the grass blade thickness for both wave-

lengths, we can safely assume that transmittance is virtually

zero and absorptance is larger than 98% for both wavelengths.

One interesting thing is that optical properties of grass for

k¼ 355 nm and 10.6 lm are very similar except for how light

FIG. 2. Spectral absorption characteristics

(a�C) of major constituents of Kentucky

bluegrass accounting for the thickness of

grass blades.

TABLE II. The a�C values for water, chlorophylls, carotenoids, and dry

matter, and the effective optical penetration depths. (The values for k¼ 355,

532, and 1064 nm are adopted from Ref. 8.)

k awCw achlCchl acarCcar admCdm

P
i aiCi d (lm)

355 nm 0.0000080 2.71 0.160 0.0087 2.88 38

532 nm 0.0000013 0.593 0 0.0060 0.60 183

1064 nm 0.0023 0 0 0.0031 0.0054 20 370

2.94 lm 48.8 0 0 0.158 49.0 2

10.6 lm 3.3 0 0 0.396 3.70 30

TABLE III. Green grass reflectance (from the ASTER library 2.0 (Refs. 16

and 17), shown in bold face) and estimated transmittance and absorptance val-

ues. In parentheses are calculated leaf reflectance, transmittance, and absorp-

tion data averaged for banana leaves, linden leaves, and maple leaves.8,10

k R T A

355 nm (0.03� 0.04) 0.034 (�0) (0.96� 0.97)

532 nm (0.06� 0.11) 0.097 (0.08� 0.15) (0.76� 0.86)

1064 nm (0.42� 0.50) 0.525 (0.46� 0.54) (0.04� 0.07)

2.94 lm 0.013 �0 0.987

10.6 lm 0.019 �0 0.981
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is absorbed by grass: for k¼ 355 nm light is mostly absorbed

by chlorophylls and for k¼ 10.6 lm by water.

III. CLASSIFICATION OF INTERACTION REGIMES

To investigate how laser interacts with grass tissues

experimentally, we used a CO2 laser and an Er:YAG laser.

The CO2 laser has a maximum average power of 150 W and a

repetition rate of 5 kHz, and the pulse duration is 120 ls (ILS

12.750DX model by Universal Laser Systems). The Er:YAG

laser (Lotus series by Laseroptek) has a maximum average

power of 15 W, a repetition rate of 5 Hz, and a pulse duration

is 350 ls. For the CO2 laser we experimented with two differ-

ent focused beam diameters, 180 lm and 1 mm. Unfortu-

nately, however, commercially available Er:YAG lasers are

mostly for medical applications, and the laser used in this

study was a medical laser for skin treatment. Because the

beam was delivered through a fiber optic cable with a special

handpiece, we designed and fabricated a special adapter to

conduct the experiment. Due to these limitations of the

Er:YAG laser, we were only able to obtain a beam diameter

of 1 mm. Experimental conditions used for both lasers are

summarized in Table IV. Note that, although two lasers have

different operational parameters, they are both ls lasers, so

that similar processing results are expected. In this study,

Kentucky bluegrass with an average blade thickness of

110 6 5 lm is selected as a target. To resolve a focusing issue

related to the flexibility of grass blades, we fabricated a jig

using PMMA and carefully fixed grass blades.8

After analyzing optical micrographs of CO2 processed

grass blades, we identified six different interaction results:

no visual change, decoloration, partial cut, partial cut with

carbonization, through cut, and through-cut with carboniza-

tion (See Figure 3). First of all, as discussed in Ref. 8, up to

a certain threshold laser intensity, the absorbed laser energy

does not cosmetically affect the grass blade and there is no

noticeable visual change at the surface of the grass blade

(See Figure 3(a)). As shown in Figure 3(b), however, if the

laser intensity is larger than the threshold, grass turns white,

indicating that pigments (chlorophylls and/or carotenoids)

are damaged and light absorption pattern in the visible spec-

trum becomes altered. We defined this phenomenon as

decoloration.8

As the laser energy increases further, now ablation of tis-

sues (i.e., cutting) occurs (Figures 3(c) and 3(e)). In this case,

tissue ablation is believed to occur due to the strong boiling of

water followed by the localized micro-explosions.7 If the laser

energy is even higher, carbon is released and grass tissues

become blackened, which is called carbonization (Figure

3(f)). One major difference between this work and the

TABLE IV. Summary of experimental conditions.

Wavelength (lm) Power (W) Scanning speed (mm/s) Pulse duration (ls) Repetition rate (Hz) Beam size

2.94 0.01� 11.7 0.02� 4 350 5 1 mm

10.6 0.054� 117.4 0.5� 500 120 5000 180 lm, 1 mm

FIG. 3. Classification of interaction regimes. Although the figures were obtained from CO2 laser interaction with grass, this classification can be applied to

Er:YAG laser results. For figures (a), (b), (c), (e), (f), a beam diameter of 180 lm was used, and for figure (d) a beam diameter of 1 mm was used.
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authors’ previous work8 is that in this work, as evidenced in

Figure 3(d), carbonization was observed even when the grass

was cut partially. This phenomenon was observed only when

the beam diameter was 1 mm. Note that when we experi-

mented with 355, 532, and 1064 nm picosecond lasers, we

observed carbonized grass only after grass blades were com-

pletely separated. This phenomenon will be discussed in more

detail in Secs. IV and V.

FIG. 4. Optical microscope images of grass

blades after CO2 laser irradiation with D¼ 1 mm,

arranged using laser intensity and interaction

time.

FIG. 5. Optical microscope images of grass

blades after CO2 laser irradiation with

D¼ 180 lm beam, arranged using laser inten-

sity and interaction time
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IV. CO2 LASER INTERACTION MAPS AND EFFECT
OF BEAM SIZE

We have first constructed interaction maps using CO2

lasers. Apparently, peak laser intensity (I) and beam scan-

ning speed (Vscan) are primary process parameters, and we

attempted to cover as wide a process range as possible within

the limitations of the equipment. (The ranges of laser power

and scanning speed are summarized in Table IV.) In this

study, in order to investigate the effect of beam diameter, we

conducted the experiment with two different beam diameters

(D), 180 lm and 1 mm. Because the water content in grass

could vary throughout the year, experiments were conducted

in two successive days in order to avoid seasonal effects

(D¼ 180 lm experiment on June 23, 2011, and D¼ 1 mm

experiment on June 24, 2011).

Figures 4 and 5 present optical microscope images of

grass blades arranged according to peak laser intensity and

interaction time corresponding to D¼ 1 mm and D¼ 180 lm,

respectively. Here, we assumed a Gaussian energy distribu-

tion (M2¼ 1:2 6 0:2) and the peak intensity is calculated as

twice the average intensity. Note that we used interaction

time (ti) instead of scanning speed in order to generalize the

results, and discretized the parameter space using logarithmic

scales. In this study, interaction time is defined as

ti ¼ /
D

Vscan
; (2)

where / is the duty cycle of the laser. In both figures, over-

all, we can see that similar interaction regimes are located in

the diagonal direction. The biggest difference between the

two cases is that when D¼ 1 mm, as we briefly mentioned in

Sec. III, carbonization occurred even when the grass was

partially cut, which was not observed in the D¼ 180 lm case

and the authors’ previous experiments with picosecond

lasers. In other words, when a large beam was used grass

could be carbonized before it was fully separated, but with a

small beam grass was carbonized only after the grass blade

was completely cut.

In order to investigate grass morphology more closely,

several interaction results at different conditions are selected

from Figs. 4 and 5 in the order of increasing energy density

(figures in red boxes) and are presented in Figure 6 together

with the corresponding SEM images. Figures 6(a)–6(d) are op-

tical microscope and corresponding SEM images for

D¼ 1 mm. Figure 6(a) shows a carbonized grass blade (black-

ened area) with a larger decoloration area (whitened area). The

carbonization mark is not distinguishable in the corresponding

SEM image, so it seems that the degree of carbonization is

FIG. 6. Optical microscope and the corresponding SEM images for CO2 laser processed grass blades. Figures (a)� (d) were obtained for D¼ 180 lm, and

figure (e)� (h) for D¼ 1 mm. The corresponding optical microscope images for these figures can be found in Figures 4 and 5.
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very low and the tissue damage is minimal. In Figure 6(b) is

presented a partially cut grass blade that is also carbonized.

Note that in this case the partial-cut width is �300 lm and the

carbonized region width is �600 lm. Figure 6(c) presents a

grass blade that was processed with higher energy density,

where the cut width is �500 lm and the carbonized region

width is �1.2 mm. Also, the cut line is not smooth but saw-

toothed. This saw-toothed cut lines can be found in most of

the images in Figure 4, and we believe that it is characteristic

of carbonization being dominant over ablation. One the other

hand, in Figure 6(d), the cut line is relatively smooth and we

believe that ablation is more dominant than carbonization.

Note that as shown in SEM images, the cut regions are dam-

aged and distorted severely due to carbonization when a partial

or through cut is made with carbonization.

Figures 6(e)–6(h) are optical microscope and corre-

sponding SEM images for 180 lm beam diameter. Figure

6(e) shows a through-cut grass image with no carbonization

marks. In this case, the SEM image shows extremely clean

and undamaged morphology. Figure 6(f) presents a through-

cut image with very little carbonization marks. Note that in

this case, the degree of carbonization is virtually zero around

the cut area, so we believe that carbonization occurs by the

leftover heat after the ablation process has been finished.

Therefore, this kind of grass morphology will be classified as

a non-carbonized grass blade in this study. The correspond-

ing SEM image shows that the cut cross-section is still very

clean with no noticeable tissue damage. As shown in Figure

6(g), however, when the energy is increased, now carboniza-

tion marks become prominent around the cut areas and the

tissues become damaged as evidenced by the corresponding

SEM image. Figure 6(h) shows completely carbonized and

damaged grass morphology at higher laser energy.

As is obvious by now, ablation and carbonization are two

primary mechanisms in the laser interaction with grass (and

plant leaves), and one is more dominant than the other

depending on the process parameters. Therefore, to study the

interaction physics, these mechanisms must be understood

first.

As we discussed earlier, when the energy transfer to

grass tissues is indirect via water, ablation (or cutting) occurs

due to the strong boiling of water followed by localized

micro-explosions.7 In other words, the ablation process is

mechanical and tissues do not need to absorb energy directly

to get removed. On the other hand, however, carbonization

is a thermal process and the tissues themselves must be

heated up by receiving energy from water to become

carbonized.

Carbonization of grass tissues is a very complex phe-

nomenon, and to the best of the authors’ knowledge, laser

induced carbonization has yet to be studied. In this study,

however, because cellulose is the primary material that con-

stitutes plant leaves, we assumed the carbonization of cellu-

lose by pyrolysis as the major mechanism of grass tissue

carbonization. Tang and Bacon in their work18 found that

during the pyrolysis of cellulose the major pyrolytic degrada-

tion begins at 240 �C and is completed at around 320 �C.

Therefore, in this study, we will assume that carbonization

of grass occurs in that temperature range.

On the other hand, vaporization processes during laser

ablation are relatively well studied. In a typical laser abla-

tion process, two types of vaporization processes, evapora-

tion and homogenous boiling (or explosive boiling), could

occur depending on the process parameters. In the case of

water, because the normal boiling point at room tempera-

ture and the critical point temperature (Tcp) are only 100 �C
and 374.14 �C (647.29 K),19 respectively, both vaporization

modes could easily take place at relatively low laser fluen-

ces. It is well known that the evaporation pressure increases

almost exponentially towards the critical point, and accord-

ing to Ref. 20, the maximum attainable pressure by surface

evaporation is estimated to be p � 0:333pcp � 74 bar at

T � 0:924Tc � 325 �C, where the critical point pressure

(pcp) of water is 220.9 bar.19 Meanwhile, homogeneous

boiling is initiated at around T � 0:9Tcp � 309 �C, and the

maximum achievable vaporization pressure could be close

to pcp..
20 Considering that grass tissues are tender and the

laser-induced pressure force acts impulsively, we may think

that both vaporization modes contribute to the cutting of

grass blades over a wide temperature range. However, since

carbonization has a lower threshold energy density than the

ablation of grass tissues as evidenced in Figure 6(a), we

believe that the actual ablation occurs at a higher tempera-

ture than �320 �C, meaning that the ablation is primarily

by homogeneous boiling.

Observing Figure 6(e), where ablation occurs without

carbonization, however, it looks like ablation has lower

threshold energy than carbonization, i.e., ablation occurs ear-

lier than carbonization. Note that in this case the beam diam-

eter is only 18% of the beam diameter used for Figure 6(a).

We believe that this dominancy of ablation at a much smaller

beam diameter can be explained by increased heat loss in the

lateral direction. As illustrated in Figure 7, given the same

laser intensity and pulse duration, we can assume that the

maximum temperatures (T0) for both cases are approxi-

mately equal and occur at the center of the laser beam. By

the same token, the temperatures at the beam radius locations

(TR) are roughly the same because the intensities will be

equal and the heating is very rapid. In other words, the heat

flow (loss) for D¼ 180 lm is �5.6 times (1/0.18) larger

because _q00 ¼ �k dT
dr � k T0�TR

R , where R is the beam radius

and k is the thermal conductivity. This greatly increased heat

loss is believed to have an adverse effect on the carboniza-

tion process because it takes longer to heat up the actual

grass tissues than water. Note that the heating of grass tissues

occurs indirectly by the heat transfer from water after water

is heated up by laser. Therefore, if the laser energy is high

enough to initiate homogeneous boiling, the energy absorbed

by water will be used for vaporizing water (i.e., ablating

grass tissues), and carbonization occurs later with the heat

transferred from water (although carbonization has the lower

threshold temperature than ablation). If the energy absorbed

by water is lost by conduction faster due to decreased beam

diameter, it will take much larger laser energy to carbonize

grass tissues. Note that a more rigorous analysis is needed to

have a complete understanding of the ablation and carbon-

ization processes, but we will leave it as a future research

topic.
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In order to study the experimental results more system-

atically, interaction maps were constructed from Figures 4

and 5 using the classification defined in Sec. III. In this way,

we can understand how interaction regimes change as pro-

cess parameters are varied. Figure 8 shows CO2 laser interac-

tion maps. The first and second rows show the interaction

maps for D¼ 180 lm and D¼ 1 mm, respectively, both of

which are combined as a single plot in the third row. Note

that for each case we generated two interaction maps by

using interaction time (left figures) and laser energy per unit

scan length (right figures) as the x-axes. In this study, laser

energy per unit scan length (E0) is defined as

E0 ¼ D0

D

Pave

Vscan
; (3)

where D0 is the reference beam diameter. (D0¼ 1 mm is cho-

sen in this study.) In other words, we revised the previous def-

inition of E0 (Ref. 8) by multiplying a correction factor D0/D
in order to account for the beam diameter effect (with respect

to 1 mm). Apparently, if a smaller beam diameter is used,

given the same laser intensity and scanning speed, the proc-

essed region will become narrower and this will lead to a

smaller energy to cover the same scan length. Therefore, the

use of the correction factor is believed to eliminate unneces-

sary beam size effect in interpreting interaction maps.

In Figure 8, different interaction regimes are shown with

different colors, and a red boundary line is used when car-

bonization has simultaneously occurred. Note that if the

slope is �45� on the I � ti diagram, it will appear vertical on

the I � E0 diagram, and a horizontal line on the I � ti dia-

gram will remain horizontal on the I � E0 diagram. As shown

in Figures 8(a) and 8(c), as expected, interaction regimes are

shaped in a way that intensity is inversely proportional to

interaction time. Overall, the slopes of the interaction

regimes seem to decrease from roughly �45� as the interac-

tion regime change from carbonization to no visual change.

This tendency is more clearly demonstrated on the I � E0

diagrams (Figures 8(b) and 8(d)), where carbonization and

through-cut regions are almost vertical and no-visual-change

regions are close to horizontal. Therefore, we can say that

the decoloration process is more sensitive to laser intensity,

and the carbonization process depends more on energy den-

sity, which is in line with the authors’ previous experiments

on picosecond laser interaction with grass tissues.8

In Figures 8(e) and 8(f), the results for two different

diameters are combined together. Although experimental

parameters for the two cases are different due to the

changed beam size, the same interaction regimes from two

different maps are connected almost seamlessly except for

the carbonization regimes. For D¼ 1 mm, carbonization

and ablation (i.e., cutting) occur almost simultaneously, but

for D¼ 180 lm, carbonization occurs at a much higher

energy density than ablation. This phenomenon has been al-

ready explained from a viewpoint of increased heat loss and

deferred carbonization due to decreased beam diameter

(See Figure 7). Comparing the two cases, there is about a 2

orders-of-magnitude difference in the carbonization thresh-

old energy. Note that because of this beam size effect,

smaller beams are much more desirable with minimized

damage when processing plant leaves.

V. ER:YAG LASER INTERACTION MAPS

In this study, we have also constructed interaction maps

for the Er:YAG laser. As mentioned earlier, because of the

limitations of the available Er:YAG laser, only a beam diam-

eter of 1 mm was used and grass morphology was studied by

a portable optical microscope only. Note that because grass

withers so quickly after it is cut, if the imaging equipment

such as SEM is not located in a close enough distance from

the location of the laser, it is of no use. To compare the ex-

perimental results with the CO2 laser results, grass must be

at similar conditions. To minimize seasonal effects (although

it is almost unavoidable), the Er:YAG experiment was con-

ducted on May 17, 2012, a similar time in year to the CO2

laser experiment date (June 24, 2011).

Figure 9 presents optical microscope images of grass

blades arranged according to peak laser intensity and interac-

tion time. As shown in the figure, similar to the CO2 laser

result, the images for similar cut quality are located diago-

nally, and the interaction regimes changes from no visible

change to decoloration to partial cut to through cut as the

overall energy level increases. However, there are two

FIG. 7. Comparison of the amounts of heat loss for

different beam diameters. The arrows graphically

indicate the directions and magnitudes of heat loss

for each beam size.
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notable differences comparing with the 1 mm CO2 laser

result. First, the overall carbonization level is much lower

for the Er:YAG laser (See Figures 9 and 4). This can be

explained in terms of much lower light absorptivity of dry

matter at k¼ 2.94 lm. As discussed in Sec. II, in the case of

Er:YAG laser, the a�C value for dry matter is 309 times

smaller than that of water while it is only 8.3 times for the

CO2 laser. In other words, the amount of light absorption by

dry matter for the Er:YAG laser is virtually negligible, which

we believe may adversely affect the carbonization process.

FIG. 8. CO2 laser interaction maps for D¼ 180 lm (top row) and D¼ 1 mm (middle row). In the bottom row, two results are combined as single plots.
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After all, grass tissues (i.e., dry matter) must be heated up to

be carbonized. For the CO2 laser interaction, dry matter

could absorb a non-negligible amount of energy and this

energy will mostly contribute to carbonization. Furthermore,

this is a direct heating and not via water, so it increases the

tissue temperature much faster.

The second major difference is that, in the case of

Er:YAG laser, even along the diagonal line (i.e., at the same

energy density) the degree of carbonization varies. As clearly

shown in Figure 9, with respect to an interaction time of

around 0.006 s, carbonization is much more conspicuous on

the right side, and on the left we can notice very little car-

bonization. Note that, for the CO2 laser, as shown in Figures

4 and 5, the degree of carbonization is nearly uniform diago-

nally. We believe that this remarkable difference is caused

by the very low duty cycle of the Er:YAG laser: the duty

cycle of Er:YAG laser is only 0.00175 (350 ls pulse width,

5 Hz repetition rate) while the CO2 laser has a duty cycle of

0.6 (120 ls pulse width, 5000 Hz repetition rate). If the duty

cycle is 0.6, the effect of a pulse on the next pulse is signifi-

cant, so that the laser might be considered semi-continuous.

However, if the duty cycle is 0.00175, the effect of a pulse

on the next one is virtually zero. In order to validate this ex-

planation, we simulated laser interaction with water using a

simple one-dimensional heat conduction model21 employing

the same laser parameters used in the experiments. The den-

sity, thermal conductivity, and thermal diffusivity of water

are assumed to be 1000 kg/m3, 0.6 W/m�K, and 0.143� 10�6

m2/s, respectively, and a laser intensity of 4� 103 W/cm2 is

used. Figure 10 presents the simulation results and validates

the authors’ predictions on the effect of duty cycle for both

lasers. If the pulse effect cannot be accumulated due to the

FIG. 9. Optical microscope images of grass blades

after Er:YAG laser irradiation with D¼ 1 mm

beam, arranged using laser intensity and interaction

time.

FIG. 10. Heating patterns of water by CO2 laser (left) and Er:YAG laser (right) simulated using a one-dimensional heat conduction model. I¼ 4� 103 W/cm2

was assumed.
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very small duty cycle, now the temperature rise is deter-

mined solely by the laser intensity (at the fixed pulse width).

Therefore, in the case of Er:YAG laser, when interaction

time is small (i.e., high laser intensity) temperature rises

higher and ablation becomes more dominant, and when inter-

action time is large (i.e., low laser intensity) temperature is

lower and carbonization becomes dominant due to the elon-

gated heating time. Note that for the carbonization process a

longer pulse width is more favorable.

In order to study the experimental results more closely,

interaction maps were constructed using the classification of

interaction regimes defined in Sec. III. In Figure 11, Er:YAG

laser interaction maps are shown in the top row, and in the

bottom row, we present combined plots of Er:YAG laser and

1 mm CO2 laser results. Note that laser intensity and laser

energy per unit scan length are used as the x-axes in the left

and right figures, respectively.

The overall distribution of interaction regimes is simi-

lar to that of CO2 laser: carbonization and through-cut

thresholds are determined by energy density per unit scan

length and decoloration is more sensitive to laser intensity

(See Figures 11(a) and 11(b)). However, as shown in Figure

11(b), although the carbonization region exists across the

partial-cut and through-cut regions, it is located only at the

lower intensity part. This was explained in connection with

the very small duty cycle of the Er:YAG laser.

Comparing interaction maps for CO2 and Er:YAG

lasers (Figures 11(c) and 11(d)), we can notice that,

although different lasers were used, the two interaction

maps are matched reasonably well. However, there are

three major mismatches: the Er:YAG laser seems to have

higher threshold values for carbonization, decoloration, and

through-cut processes. In other words, the Er:YAG laser are

less efficient than the CO2 laser in spite of its 13.95 times

higher water absorption coefficient. As discussed earlier in

Sec. II, however, the absorptance of light in grass at

2.94 lm and 10.6 lm are very close (>0.98, See Table III),

so that there is virtually no difference in terms of the

amount of absorbed energy. In this case, one factor that

affects carbonization and decoloration more is believed to

be the light absorption by dry matter because both processes

are processes of modifying grass tissues. In the case of the

Er:YAG laser, the heating of grass tissues (i.e., dry matter)

is almost entirely by the heat transfer from water, higher

FIG. 11. Top figures: Er:YAG laser interaction maps. Bottom figures: CO2 and Er:YAG laser interaction maps combined together (circles: Er:YAG laser,

squares: CO2 laser). D¼ 1 mm for all interaction maps.
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laser energy might be required compared to the CO2 laser

processing.

The cutting of grass, however, is a mechanical process

due to vaporization of water, so the higher through-cut

threshold energy for the Er:YAG laser is rather surprising.

We believe that this is ascribed to the much smaller optical

penetration depth of the Er:YAG laser. As estimated in Table

II, the optical penetration depths of Er:YAG and CO2 lasers

are 30 lm and 2 lm, respectively. Note that, regardless of the

pulse energy, the amount of ablated tissues will be strongly

affected by the depth of the region where energy is absorbed,

which means that the Er:YAG laser is less efficient than the

CO2 laser even for the ablation process. In other words, the

Er:YAG laser may require more laser pulses to separate a

grass blade. In spite of the difference in through-cut threshold

energies, however, we can notice from Figure 11(d) that the

partial-cut threshold energy values for the two lasers are simi-

lar. This is reasonable because the partial-cut threshold is the

laser energy density at which ablation is first observed and,

hence, is not dependent on the optical penetration depth.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this study, CO2 and Er:YAG laser interaction with

grass tissues was studied theoretically and experimentally. In

both cases, the absorption of light is dominated by water and

the amount of light absorption is >98%. In this study, we

found that to reduce tissue damage due to carbonization, a

laser beam with a smaller diameter needs to be used. Further-

more, the Er:YAG laser is better the CO2 laser in terms of

minimized tissue damage but has higher threshold laser

energy and intensity due to the very small energy absorption

by dry matter and the thin optical penetration depth.
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